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Order of the presentation:
1. Description of the Method
2. Results: comparison of ECICE against CIS Radarsat image analysis charts
and against NT2
4. Results: using ECICE to determine the utility of each radiometric parameter
/ or each combination of parameters for ice concentration retrieval

How does NASA Team (NT) algorithm work?
The basic equation:
The observed brightness temperature TB(fp) at a given frequency (f)
and polarization (p) can be decomposed into three components
engendered by three surface types that dominate the ocean
environment: first-year ice (fy), multi-year ice (my) and open water (w).
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To solve for two ice types, we need two equations:
NT uses the following 2 parameters; derived from the Tb observations
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Another algorithm: SeaLion (developed at University of Bremen, Germany)
1. It uses one equation to estimate the total ice concentration only:
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Using the definition of polarization ratio, the solution for C takes the form:
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2. Main issues:
Æ selection of tie points
Æ Correcting the observations for atmospheric influences (use data generated from a
RT model)
Æ The correction needs knowledge of ice concentration – so ice concentration calculations
and the correction scheme are applied iteratively.

ECICE
A Main feature:
Generic: can be used against any number or type of remote sensing observation
as long long as a fairly “good” probability distributions of each observation for each
surface is provided.
Accordingly, we can combine observations from visible, IR, microwave (passive or
active).
New concepts:
1. Distribution of radiometric parameters, instead of single tie point
2. Optimization instead of solving algebraic equations
3. Atmospheric correction is independent of concentration calculation.

1. The mathematical scheme of ECICE
(the optimization technique):
At the core of the ECICE is a mathematical optimization technique. It uses the familiar equations:
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Æ the concentrations of the four surfaces:
(in this case NI, YI, FYI, and OW)
Æ “tie point” emissivity from 85V and 85H; respectively
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Æ “tie point” of polarization ratio
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And it minimizes the following cost function:
(the summation of square of errors between observations):

f (c ) = (c1ε 85V ,1Ts + c 2ε 85V , 2Ts + c3ε 85V ,3Ts + c 4ε 85V , 4Ts − Tb85V ,O ) 2 +
(c1ε 85H ,1Ts + c 2ε 85H , 2Ts + c3ε 85H ,3Ts + c 4ε 85H , 4Ts − Tb85H ,O ) 2 +
(c1PR85,1 + c 2PR85, 2 + c3PR85,3 + c 4PR85, 4 − PR85,O ) 2 +
(c1 + c 2 + c3 + c 4 − 1) 2
Subject to the following constraints:

c1 + c 2 + c3 + c 4 = 1

Equality constraints

c1 ≥ 0
c2 ≥ 0
c3 ≥ 0
c4 ≥ 0

Inequality constraints

Primal Active Set Method
To account for the constraints, the notion of Lagrange function is introduced. Instead of
minimizing f(c), another objective function is formed and minimized to reach the solution:
k= j

L ( c , λ ) = f ( c ) − ∑ λ k ( Ak c − bk )

}

k =1

Here, Ac – b is the set of active constraints re-written as a linear system and λT is the vector
of Lagrange multipliers associated with the active constraints. Minimizing the Lagrange
function is equivalent to minimizing the cost function subject to equality and inequality
constraints, provided the correct set of active constraints is found.
The algorithm uses Newton’s Method to minimize the above Lagrange function
The solution is obtained by taking a second-order Taylor expansion of the function around
an initial feasible point and set the first derivative to zero. The result is the following system
of linear equations:
⎡∇ 2 f − AT ⎤ ⎡ Δc ⎤ ⎡−∇f ⎤
⎢
⎥⎢
⎥ ⎢ ⎥
0 ⎦ ⎣λnew ⎦ = ⎣ 0 ⎦
⎣− A

Solving this system yields a step towards the solution, Δc, and a new estimate of
the Lagrange multipliers, λnew.

Graphical example of solution for optimum ice
concentrations that minimizes the objective function

Probability density function of emissivity and polarization ratio for open water and the three sea ice types.
Data obtained from polygons of homogeneous cover available from CIS Radarsat image analysis.

The random number generator to determine a
set of Characteristic Radiometric Parameter
Values (CPRV) of

ε85V , ε85H , PR85
For each surface

1000 random numbers are generated, and the
PDF of each radiometric parameter is used to
convert the number into a “characteristic
radiometric value” for a given surface.
This is repeated for the 4 surfaces, producing 4
characteristic values after each one of the 1000
trials.
For each set of characteristic values, the
optimization technique is applied to find the
optimum concentration vector that minimizes
the objective function
In this process, the technique uses the weathercorrected observations.

3. Atmospheric correction of 85/89 GHz PM observations
Need to correct 85/89 GHz observations for:
Integrated water vapor
(W)
Cloud liquid water contents
(L)
Ocean surface wind speed
(V)

GEM in hindcast mode

Correction is performed prior to calculation of ice concentration (the application of
the optimization technique) using initial estimates of concentration (from ECICE
using non-corrected observations)
Correction for W and L
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Correction for V (only if the initial estimate of concentration is < 20%)
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Coefficients are obtained using regression of results from the RT (MWMOD).
They are tabulated in Kern Ph.D thesis (2001)

4. The Open Water filter
Under rough water MW emission from
OW surface increases, but at much
higher rate from h-polarization than vpolarization
Rough water depolarizes MW emission
Æ PR decreases significantly &
Æ Estimated concentration increases
significantly

Results from the RT MWMOD

The open water filter:
Two parts:
1. A threshold set on the brightness temperature from the vertical polarization channel

Tb85V in relation to gradient ratio GR85V37V defined as:

Tb85V ≤ 1000 GR85V 37V + 192.5
where

GR 85V 37V =

Tb85V − Tb37V
Tb85V + Tb37V

Where Tb85V is in K.

2. The physical temperature of the surface > -2°C

If the two conditions are simultaneously satisfied, then the pixel is labelled
OW.

Data were obtained from
ECICE without using the
OW filter

OW pixels: but ECICE incorrect due to
Rough water surface or rainfall

OW / ice mixture
(ECICE correct)

OW (ECICE correct)

Distribution of data points from open water and water/ice mixture footprints in the GR85V37V,
Tb85V space showing the threshold line of the Open Water filter. Labels in the legend are
based on estimates from CIS Radarsat analysis. “open-water – incorrect” refers to pixels for
which ECICE produced non-zero total ice concentration while it was identified as open water
in the CIS analysis

Flow Chart of ECICE

Start
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derived parameters (e.g. SSM/I 85
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weather data

Apply OW
filter if warranted by
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Is the pixel OW?

Yes
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No
Input sets of probability
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each surface type
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No
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No
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Normalize
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The input to the algorithm:
1. Brightness temperature observations (or any set of remote sensing
observations)
2. Three meteorological parameters at each observation point:
Surface wind over ocean
Integrated water vapour
Cloud liquid water contents
3. Probability density function of each radiometric parameter for each surface:
for SSM/I the three parameters are typically:
Tb(h)
Tb(v)
polarization ratio
The algorithm can calculate concentration of two or more ice surfaces, in
addition to open water.
In this application, the algorithm determines the concentrations of:
New Ice
(codes 1 and 2)
Young Ice
(codes 3, 4 and 5)

. .

First-Year Ice (codes 6, 7, 1 , 4 )

RESULTS
Set #1:
Total ice concentration from ECICE using:
SSM/I 85GHz observations
} both in comparison with NT2
SSM/I 37GHz observations

All results from using ECICE with the three observations:
TB85h , Tb85v , and PR85
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Mean of the absolute difference in total ice concentration between the algorithm
(ECICE or NT2) and CIS estimate. Also included is the total number of SSM/I pixels
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Mean value and standard deviation (error bars) of the difference between CIS estimates of
total ice concentration and the corresponding estimates from ECICE (using 85GHz
observations) and NT2.

RESULTS
Set #2:
Total ice concentration from ECICE:
Using different combinations of PM or PM/Radar observations

Question 1: how does each radiometric parameter behave?

Ice edge
h polarization is better than v
Polarization ratio P is best
Backscatter b is worst
If more accurate distribution
of b is established we will get
better results

Question 2: is it true that more observations leads to better results?

In this case:
combining the 3 observations (h, v, p) is better than combining any two observations
or using a single observation
HOWEVER: This is NOT always the case!

Question 3: how can radar backscatter be useful in discriminating ice from OW?
Backscatter from OW
imposes difficulty.
It varies with wind speed &
sensor’s incidence angle

No OW filter included
When using backscatter, it should
be presented with its variation
with surface wind speed & radar
incidence angle,
or
be used with an OW filter

OW filter included

